
®

Versatile by Design



EFFECTIVENESS
Aspen’s successful SlickTrack™ tightening 
system results in effective compression 
regardless of patient strength. Vista Lower 
Spine products conform to each patient’s 
anatomy, automatically contouring to the 
lumbar spine for optimum comfort and 
support. The independent upper and 
lower tightening system allows the patient 
to target specific muscle groups.

VERSATILITY
Circumferential adjustability is built into 
each Vista Lower Spine product to ensure 
an optimal fit that provides localized direct 
compression to the site of pain. The Vista 
Lower Spine products are designed so 
that they may be stepped‑down to provide 
the needed support and motion restriction 
throughout each patient’s recovery to health.

Welcome To Aspen’s Most Innovative Product Line Ever!

Capturing the comfort and compliance of the SUMMiT™ Line and the post‑operative support 
of the Contour™ Line, the Vista Lower Spine Line provides a truly versatile option to improve 
the progression of patient care. Two years of research and development have resulted in 
superlative design and materials. Our specially trained sales representatives and distribution 
partners, just like our company, are focused solely on the spine making us better able to 
serve you effectively.

Vista® Lower Spine Line



Three Shoulder Strap Configurations
Accommodates all body styles and 
provides lumbar and thoracic support

Wide Circumference Range
Unique design allow one size to 
fit waists ranging from 24" to 60"

Height Adjustment Technology
Without using tools, adjusts for patients 
ranging in height from 4'8" to 6'8"

Vista® 464 TLSO L0464
Code Approved



Flexion and Extension Support  
and Lateral Control
Designed for post operative patients  
in need of additional support

Multiple Back Panel Options
Allows the Vista 637 LSO to truly  
meet each patient’s needs

Integrated Anterior Support
Duel anterior support panels  
provide midline support

Vista® 637 LSO L0637
Code Approved

The Vista 637 LSO can be purchased separately or created by removing the Sternal 
Pad Kit from the Vista 464 TLSO.



Rapid Return to Activity
Promotes functional mobility  
for accelerated recovery

Flexion and Extension  
Motion Support
Provides needed support while 
allowing limited lateral motion

Post Op to Pain Relief
The perfect blend of  
comfort and support

Vista® 631 LSO LoPro L0631
Code Approved

The Vista 631 LSO LoPro can be purchased  separately 
or created by removing the side panels from the Vista 
637 LSO.



The Foundation for Each Vista 
Lower Spine Product
Securely captures the lumbar spine 
providing needed circumferential 
compression proven to increase  
trunk stability

Lowest Profile Design
Disappears under loose fitting tops

Vista® 627 Lumbar L0627
Code Approved

The Vista 627 Lumbar can be purchased  separately 
or created by removing the 14" back panel from the 
Vista 631 LSO LoPro.



VISTA® 627 LUMBAR 993440

VISTA® 631 LSO LoPro 993340

VISTA® 637 LSO 993540

VISTA® 464 TLSO 993640

THERAPY PACK
sold separately 990005

PRODUCT INFORMATION


